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Abstract—As a business incubator is located at the 

intersection of different actors (e. g. universities, governments, 

market), processes (e.g. entrepreneurship, innovation), micro and 

macro levels, investigate your performance is a great challenge 

for researchers. To understand what has already been done and 

the new paths to follow, here will be presented the state of the art 

of this topic in a systematic way. First, using bibliometric 

techniques. Second, analyzing the main contributions of the 

papers over the years. The results demonstrate an increase of 

interest in this topic, especially in the last 10 years. Using the 

tools of the Web of Science and some indexes (also suggesting a 

new one), relevant journals and routes for new research were 

identified. In addition to the greater presence of researchers from 

the United States of America (USA), Europe and Asia, it was also 

realized that many questions from the beginning continue today. 

The relationship with universities and research centers are great 

opportunities for further studies. Although network behavior is 

recognized as a relevant factor, many researches still present 

contradictory or ambiguous results. Delve deeper the dynamics 

of the incubation process, at each level of analysis, seems to be a 

more effective strategy for the research field progress. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

According to [1], the objectives of business incubators can 
be grouped in: accelerating the development of high-growth or 
high-tech companies; improve the quality of finance, job 
creation rate; provide business development opportunities in 
the community. As the authors themselves state, the incubator 
concept is nebulous and multifaceted. These distinctive 
features hinder the account for the population of incubators in 
the world [2]. As the incubator is located at the intersection of 
different actors (e.g. universities, governments, market), 
processes (e.g. entrepreneurship, innovation), micro and 
macro levels, work in this field is vast and has no clear 
boundaries. Therefore, the performance of business incubators 
is a major challenge for researchers. 

This work look for the "state of the art" of the research not 
only showing the contributions of authors over the years, but 
also offers a systematic approach to select journals and articles 

more relevant to the topic. This approach combines Web of 
Science research tools and metrics for publications. This 
article is organized into five sections besides the introduction. 
The following section explains how the tools were used and 
which metrics were applied (and created). Section III shows 
the bibliometric overview of journals, publications and 
authors. Section IV presents the main evidence of the theme 
over the years. The conclusions are summarized in the last 
section. 

II. RESEARCH APPROACH 

Research was conducted in the Web of Science database. 
The search period was from 1900 until 2017 and only papers 
published in journals were selected. Some authors use 
different terms for business incubators, then four alternative 
options were used in the search: "(business OR university OR 
company OR enterprise) AND incubat *". The use of special 
characters allowed to find articles on "incubation, incubatee, 
incubator", among other combinations. 

The search in the database Web of Science Core Collection 
returned 2663 articles. However, many of these were from the 
health area (e.g. disease research - incubation periods). After 
deleting articles from other areas of the search result, 430 
papers remained. In order to analyze only the performance 
articles, a filter was applied to the search result using the term 
"performance". With this, it was possible to obtain a total of 
150 articles. The results presented in this paper are based on 
this subset of 150 papers. The descriptive analysis of these 
articles was carried out exploring the resources available in the 
Web of Science. 

The Hirsch index (h-index) was 27, that is, the first 27 
most cited articles have at least 27 citations among all 150 
found. They are the articles of great visibility for the 
performance of business incubators. Nevertheless, articles 
with large numbers of citations do not necessarily belong to 
journals with a tradition in the area of research in question. In 
order to minimize this type of influence, for example, in the 
evaluation of journals, the "popular" index (pop-index) was 
proposed, combining the h-index and the number of citations. 
Using filters and other tools in the Web of Science, it was 
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possible to generate the h-index of each journal as well as the 
number of citations of your articles (those present in the 
search result). This index points to the journals that are more 
"popular" compared to the others present in the same search 
result. Thus, the higher the h-index and the more cited, the 
more "popular" it becomes. For example, a journal A with a 
single article of 100 citations will not be more "popular" than 
journal B with 70 citations if it has a higher h-index. 
Complementing the evaluation, the eigenfactor of each journal 
was applied to the pop-index so that the final order also takes 
into account the journal's impact on the scientific community. 

III. BIBLIOMETRIC OVERVIEW 

Despite the wide search interval (1900 to 2017), the oldest 
publication in the search result was from 1992. For 12 years, 
only 15 articles were published. The interval between 2005 
and 2017 (Fig. 1) represents 90% of the 150 articles found. 
From 2005 to 2010, 44 articles were published and from 2011 
to 2017, 91 papers were published. Therefore, in the last seven 
years there was a growth of 106.81% over the period prior to 
2010. It is worth noting that older articles may contain little 
information in the database, so complementary surveys will 
always be recommended. 

Fig. 1. Evolution of number of publications. 

The evolution of citations has other pace. The first 
citations were registered in 1996. Until 2006 they were only 
131. From 2007 to 2017 (Fig. 2) were 2545 citations, that is, 
95.10% of the total citations to the 150 articles. This is not 
mean that the articles published since 2007 were the most 
cited, but this period represents an increase in interest in 
research on the performance of incubators. The year 2016 was 
the maximum point of activity on this topic: 511 citations. 

 

Fig. 2. Evolution of number of citations. 

Analizing the search result, it was possible to identify the 
research areas of papers. Tab. 1 presents a comparison 
between the research areas and the most frequent categories 
according to the Web of Science. Other areas of research and 
categories (e.g. PLANNING DEVELOPMENT) have been 
identified, however, most of the papers are related to 
engineering, business or management research. 

TABLE I.  MAJOR RESEARCH AREAS AND CATEGORIES 

Research area 
% of 

150 

Web of Science 

categories 

% of 

150 

BUSINESS ECONOMICS 85.33 MANAGEMENT 59.33 

ENGINEERING 29.33 BUSINESS 36.66 

PUBLIC 

ADMINISTRATION 
22.00 

ENGINEERING 

INDUSTRIAL 
24.00 

 

The 150 articles are distributed in 68 journals. Using the 
Web of Science reporting tools, the h-index and the total 
citations of each journal were obtained from the search result. 
With this, it was possible to calculate the pop-index. This new 
indicator valorize journals with a strong presence in the search 
result, also considering the number of citations. 

Additional to this, the pop-index was multiplied by the 
respective eigenfactor. This operation qualifies the pop-index 
with information regarding the impact of each journal in the 
scientific community. Tab. II lists the journals sorted 
according to the proposed indicators. The 10 journals in this 
list correspond to 81.98% of the citations of all 150 papers. In 
fact, other metrics still pertinent, but the combination of 
indexes could bring valuable information. Different research 
fields and objectives can benefit from other combinations. 

The 150 papers were produced by a total of 309 authors. 
Tab. III shows the regions of the authors of 91.33% of the 
papers. Most of the authors are from Europe, United States of 
America (USA) and Asia. 
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TABLE II.  JOURNALS RANKED BY POP-INDEX. 

N. Journal 
pop-

indexa 

h-

index 
cit. eigenfactor 

1 RESEARCH POLICY 53.97 7 467 0.01651 

2 
JOURNAL OF BUSINESS 

VENTURING 
21.11 5 599 0.00705 

3 TECHNOVATION 20.47 12 474 0.0036 

4 

JOURNAL OF PRODUCT 

INNOVATION 

MANAGEMENT 

5.62 5 175 0.00643 

5 

TECHNOLOGICAL 

FORECASTING AND 

SOCIAL CHANGE 

4.30 6 95 0.00755 

6 
JOURNAL OF BUSINESS 

RESEARCH 
3.64 4 76 0.01198 

7 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

THEORY AND 

PRACTICE 

3.63 4 118 0.0077 

8 

JOURNAL OF 

TECHNOLOGY 

TRANSFER 

1.44 6 116 0.00207 

9 

JOURNAL OF 

MANAGEMENT 

STUDIES 

0.42 1 34 0.01239 

10 
SMALL BUSINESS 

ECONOMICS 
0.37 2 40 0.00471 

a. h-index*citations*eigenfactor 

TABLE III.  NATIONALITY OF AUTHORS (91.33% PAPERS) 

Country Papers Country Papers 

USA 43 TAIWAN 9 

ENGLAND 20 PEOPLES R CHINA 8 

GERMANY 13 ITALY 8 

SWEDEN 12 BELGIUM 8 

SPAIN 10 NORTH IRELAND 6 

 

The Tab. IV lists the authors with the highest number of 
published papers. These authors published 26.66% of the 150 
papers. 

TABLE IV.  AUTHORS WITH HIGHEST NUMBER OF PAPERS 

Author Papers Author Papers 

MCADAM M 6 ROTHAERMEL FT 3 

SCHWARTZ M 5 MATTHYSSENS P 3 

MCADAM R 4 MARVEL MR 3 

LOFSTEN H 4 MARLOW S 3 

WRIGHT M 3 LINDELOF P 3 

THURSBY M 3 VANDERSTRAETEN J 2 

 

To obtain a snapshot of the relevant papers using this 
technique, the most cited 27 papers (h-index) were listed and 
classified by the pop-index of their journals. The list was 
sorted using two columns: pop-index and then the total of 

citations. Tab. V lists 16 most relevant works according to 
these criteria. Although this list represents only 10.66% of the 
papers, it corresponds to 50.93% of the citations of all 150 
papers. This list does not exclude other articles. These listings 
and criteria present significant paths to research about 
performance in business incubators. It is important for 
beginners in this line of research as well as for anyone 
interested in knowing which papers remain relevant or which 
journals are aligned with this field of research. From this list, 
it is possible to detect other papers and authors that are 
following this line of research today. 

TABLE V.  PAPERS RANKED BY POP-INDEX AND CITATIONS. 

N. Paper pop-index cit. 

1 [3] 53.97 152 

2 [4] 53.97 92 

3 [5] 53.97 88 

4 [6] 53.97 53 

5 [7] 53.97 44 

6 [8] 21.11 168 

7 [9] 21.11 148 

8 [10] 21.11 124 

9 [11] 21.11 108 

10 [12] 21.11 50 

11 [13] 20.47 92 

12 [14] 20.47 66 

13 [15] 20.47 61 

14 [16] 20.47 47 

15 [17] 20.47 40 

16 [18] 20.47 30 

 

IV. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS 

Analyzing the publications of the journals indicated in the 
previous section, was found papers with low citations that deal 
with the performance of incubators of companies. For 
example, [19] already understood that financial incentives 
were not enough for the success of incubated companies. He 
also realized that for an incubation program to show good 
results it can take up to 10 years. Reference [20] considered 
that the improvement of the local economy is still present 
among the performance factors. He also emphasized that each 
incubator is different. Their research revealed as significant 
only the factors: location (large cities x small cities), number 
of jobs created and the services offered by the incubator. 

The framework for University Technology Business 
Incubator (UTBI) was created by [10]. There was a need to 
evaluate the performance of incubators in different academic 
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settings. According to the author, to evaluate the performance 
of UTBI, is necessary the support of multiple theories. His 
model seeks an overview of performance, does not explore the 
"black box" of the incubator. 

The good performance of an incubator according to [21] 
lies in the adequacy between the offered services and the local 
market. Although there were adaptations to the context of each 
incubator, they identified a set of common practices in the 
incubators investigated. For example, the use of external 
resources and the existence of a full-time incubator 
coordinator have proved to be widely accepted practices. 
Reference [22] seeks to understand performance as a form of 
co-production (other examples of co-production: garbage 
collection and educational programs) between the incubated 
company and the incubator or external actors through a 
network. 

Reference [3] compared two groups of new technology-
based firms (NTBF). Incubators and parks were found to be 
very relevant in the region because of the numerous barriers 
that the new companies encountered - Italy had little progress 
related to technological advances. Although the study of [8] 
was not in the context of incubators, the authors did a parallel 
with the framework of [10]. They demonstrated that the 
relation with universities is positively related to the innovation 
of the companies - even so, there is no guarantee of this, the 
company always has to evaluate the risks involved. 

Analyzing incubators from 40 countries, [23] identified 
problems in: macroeconomic conditions, business planning, 
inadequate sponsors, weak human resources and operational 
issues. In this sense, [1] understand that it is fundamental for 
the good performance of the incubator, the ability to adapt its 
practice according to the needs of the companies throughout 
its evolution. For [24], the incubator facilitates the entry of 
new technologies. In its model, the outcome is defined in 
terms of success (the company survives) or failure (the 
company is closed). 

According to [9], the survival rate as a dependent variable 
is not a good choice for a performance model. The political 
issue present in other works [25], [26] is also discussed by [9] 
to the point of questioning whether it would not be better to 
evaluate how the incubator legitimizes the political interests 
that support it rather than verify whether it has a high success 
rate among incubated companies. 

The relationship between knowledge and business 
incubation is indicated by [6] when investigating the process 
of spin-off generation at a research center in Belgium. Also 
exploring the relationship with academia, [5] examined the 
variables "licensing of university-created technologies" and 
the "participation of academics in companies". It was noticed 
that interaction caused a delay in the graduation of companies. 
Therefore, this relationship helps both consolidate companies 
and slows down the exit of the incubator. 

The model presented by [27] detail the local context 
indicated by [21] as well as the antecedents and outcomes of 
[24]. Factors associated with incubator performance can be 
classified into three dimensions: internal efficiency, 
sustainability and impact. Reference [28] considers success 

factors for BITs in terms of location: population sufficient to 
support economic clusters and a strong university (or other 
research organization). Reference [29] constructed and 
validated a scale to measure incubator performance from the 
option theory and incubation model developed in a previous 
study [24]. 

Following the model of [29], [30] deepen the three 
dimensions using strategy theories. The value is the result of 
the set of services offered by the incubator as access to 
technology, infrastructure and networking. Reference [31] 
related the performance factors most representative of the 
incubator literature. However, just as [9] and [26], reaffirm the 
need for more studies that can effectively prove the 
relationship between different factors and incubator 
performance. 

Reference [32] analyzed the performance of Technology 
Business Incubators (TBI) in Australia and Israel from the 
dynamics of the incubation process. The identified conflict 
(cultural and structural differences) between the university and 
the incubator has enabled incubators to cooperate more 
intensively in order to create new business opportunities or 
simply to increase knowledge, helping companies to overcome 
technological obstacles. 

From a study in Sweden, [33] obtained a set of strategies 
that influence the incubator's ability to create value. The 
authors contribute to the research in incubators by 
understanding that the incubator needs a broader connection 
with external actors. Another study in Sweden [34] examined 
the impact of previous experience on the survival of incubated 
companies. The model also has variables related to the 
financial aspect and the international market. 

A study by [35] in incubators in China showed that the 
technical and entrepreneurial supports offered by the incubator 
are more important than the incubator's own financial support. 
It was also demonstrated that the performance is related to the 
level of development of the city where the incubator is 
located. Reference [36] investigated incubator entrepreneurs in 
Turkey. They analyzed how the characteristics of 
entrepreneurs and incubators were associated with good 
performance. They said simple survival is not the main goal 
for start-ups. This was identified in the survey since incubated 
companies had short, medium and long-term goals, while 
incubator managers believed their primary purpose would be 
to survive. 

The readiness to engage [22] got more detailed with [37]. 
The results showed that as companies became more 
developed, the less the incubator needed to act assertively in 
supporting the business. Despite advance in research, 
especially the relevance of network actions in the incubation 
process, [38] understand that as fragmented and lacking of 
better conceptualization. The authors suggest to delve deeper 
the topic with the help of theories, in order to avoid the 
contradictory and ambiguous results found in the literature. 

Based on this review, it is possible to propose the 
following trends in incubator performance research: 
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• Among the several factors found, intense local 
economic activity and intense scientific production 
seem to be contextual factors for improved incubators 
performance; 

• Usual measures such as graduation rate or financial 
measures do not fully explain the performance of 
incubators; 

• Researches began to delve deeper the incubator's 
“black box”; 

• Business maturity seems to be an important factor for 
incubator performance models; 

• Network aspects are increasingly relevant, but there 
are many ambiguous or contradictory research 
results; 

• Making clear the level of analysis is an important 
aspect for future research. This helps to understand 
the reach of the incubator's actions. It also allows 
comparisons and verification of causal relationships. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

There has been a significant growth in interest in business 
incubator performance research - the last year was the most 
significant in numbers. This promotes the development of the 
topic and facilitates the search for journals and more relevant 
authors. The procedures, indexes and criteria adopted in this 
paper offer already consolidated paths and assist in the choice 
of routes for new researches. For example, the need for 
researchers from other countries was perceived. After all, the 
presence of incubators is not limited to the USA, Europe and 
Asia, but on all continents. 

 Many issues in early research continue today. Mainly the 
fact that performance is complex and can hardly be completely 
measured using only a few financial measures. It is more and 
more evident the need to clarify the level of analysis of the 
research to better understand the reach of the incubator 
actions. In addition to the greater regional economic activity, 
there seems to be consensus that an intense technological 
research activity is another important factor for improved 
incubator performance. Therefore, the relationship with 
universities and research centers are great opportunities for the 
field. Although network behavior is recognized as a relevant 
factor, many researches still present contradictory or 
ambiguous results. Delve deeper the dynamics of the 
incubation process, at each level of analysis, seems to be a 
more effective strategy for the research field progress. 
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